
Personal Development Entrepreneurs’ Connection Community 

on Google+ 

“GET SEEN, GET KNOWN and GET CLIENTS by CREATING ENGAGEMENT ON 

GOOGLE+” 

The more you use Google’s own Social Media platform the more you’ll be found on Google 

Searches. Google favors their own platform for obvious reasons. Using Google’s own 

platforms could land you on Page ONE of Google for a post, product or service and that would 

change the trajectory of your business!  

What we want to do with this community is attract a big group of Personal Development 

Entrepreneurs and increase our presence and engagement on this platform. It’s easy and fast 

if we follow the guidelines below. 

It’s also a great way to meet many people from around the world in the PD space and make 

new connections.  

No SPAMMING allowed or you’ll be removed from the group. We are here to increase our 

reach and Google rankings….by sharing. If you have something valuable to share with the 

group such as a product, service, webinar, membership etc., Tuesdays will be the day of the 

week you can post those within the community in the appropriate thread for internal viewing 

only. We highly encourage PDE’s to use and promote each other’s services. 

 

1. The First Person to arrive in the PDE Community after 9 pm Eastern (translate NY TIME into your 

own LOCAL TIME using the World Clock) can start the thread for the NEXT DAY by simply Posting 

the NEXT Day’s Date and stating it’s the Daily Thread for that day’s shares.  Daily threads will run 

for 24 hours to accommodate all time zones. 

2. If you post your G+ link it is your responsibility to share all the G+ links in the daily thread. Try to 

come back several times throughout the day up until 9 pm Eastern. If you’re unable to check 

and share in the evening hours check the daily thread first thing in the morning…..to catch up 

and share what was added after you stopped checking BEFORE adding your new link for that 

day. 

3. Post your link in the Daily Thread up to 7 days a week. (Weekends will probably be lighter but it 

may be a good time to “stand out” when fewer people post).  

4. Posting is OPTIONAL. Post your Google+ link only when you have time to share all other G+ links 

in the daily thread.  If you habitually post and do not reciprocate you will be removed from the 

PDE community. 

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/


5. Be sure you ADD each person in the PDE Connection to your Circles. This can be done as you 

share their posts as new people arrive and join the group. 

6. HOW TO POST: Create an attractive eye-catching “meme” (illustration/photo with words or a 

quote on it). 

7. Create a Google+ post with a link to whatever content you wish to share and upload the meme. 

You can share a blog post, a product link, service link, sales page, optin form, Google Hang Out, 

Webinar or other event.  Just be sure that your post makes it enticing and clear what you’re 

sharing and what the benefit is to the people who click on it.  For example if you share a quote it 

has to have relevance to whatever link is in the G+ post. We are not trying to mislead people to 

click on links. Be transparent. 

8. Grab the URL for the Google+ post and place it in the daily thread for PDE Connection. 

9. Share ALL of the other posts in the daily thread with your Google+ followers. 

10. Google+ each of the posts you share and leave a comment and Tag the person whose post 

you’re sharing. After your post has been shared, tagged and commented upon…..go back to 

your Google+ post and reply to the comments and G+ the comments each person left.  

11. If you wish to share several days in a row or throughout the week be sure to CHANGE THE 

MEME you use so it looks FRESH. You can still use the same link to whatever it is you want the 

group to promote but don’t use the same MEME two days in a row. Create AT LEAST three 

different MEMES and alternate them throughout the week.  

12. That’s it! Get out there and get seen, get known, get clients and have fun meeting new 

colleagues and forming new mutually beneficial relationships. 

 

Best, 

Angela Artemis 

Angela@PoweredbyIntuition.com 


